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“WEST SYSTEM epoxy does exactly
what it says it will; keeps doing it,
has no failures, and makes the build
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Nigel Stuart | Spirit Yachts
TM

from £99.95

Bainbridge Sailcloth
Premium Vectran® Hybrid

Scanstrut Rokk
Wireless Nest

Typhoon Ventnor
3.2 wetsuits

This is the world’s first
waterproof wireless
charge system created
specifically for use
on board. The unique
technology is housed in an
IPX6 rated, fully encapsulated and
sealed unit and is ideally suited for
installation within helm consoles,
seating and cabinetry. The grippy
mat stops phones from sliding
around inside with a prominent
front lip ensuring the device can’t
slip out onto the deck.

Typhoon’s new Ventnor range
combines advanced technical fabric
with an ergonomic design and
durable construction processes.
Using 3.2mm REACH compliant
neoprene, the super soft, ultrastretch fabric has been engineered
to ensure maximum flexibility
and manoeuvrability, while the
hollow fibre furness thermal liner
is positioned to ensure warmth
and comfort. The Ventnor wetsuits
are constructed with a glued and
blind stitched sealed seam system
enhanced with an external liquid
sealed seam system. Available for
men and women.

from £249.95

scanstrut.com
TM

Shakespeare 6187
antenna mount

Used on all Spirit Yachts since 1993
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So how has the world been doing since the great shock of
spring 2020 when we shut our doors and wondered what would
become of us all? In our industry’s case, rather well it seems...
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There is no getting away
from Covid-19 and how
different countries have
dealt with the pandemic
and their ability to open
up their economies again.
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The ramifications of slow vaccination
policies may well be felt over the
coming period as interestingly, those
countries that were admired in the
early days for shutting down quickly
to effectively exclude the virus are
now being seen as slow to reopen,
whereas those who concentrated on
vaccinations seem – at least at time
of going to press – to be reaping
the benefit, despite seemingly high
levels of new infections.
But staying at home has had its
benefits; with nowhere to go and
money saved on travel and/or
commuting, recreational boating
across the globe gave consumers
Covid security and communal fun.
The demographic of the boat buying
public has got younger for the first
time and naturally the increase in
sales has been seen mainly in motor

boats as the skill set required for a
sailing boat requires a longer entry
period. Certain caution should be
taken here as motor boats can be
seen as more transient than sailing
boats, which are more of a lifestyle
and resilient to sudden fluctuations
in the market. It will be up to our
aftersales and service sectors to see
if we can retain those new entrants.
While we all believed we would
come through the pandemic we
may have been surprised at how
strongly and quickly the demand
for boats (and caravans and RVs)
overcame us. In the UK (but by no
means a singular example of this
trend) many companies had laid off
staff and social distancing within the
workplace made tasks very difficult,
if not nearly impossible. In addition,
half the world’s ships and containers
were all in the wrong place, plus a
hangover from three months of nonproduction of materials and parts
and the world economy still has
some catching up to do.
These supply chain issues aside,
we are now feeling the effects of
a lack of suitably trained staff –
from CAD engineers to laminators
to boat builders. So much so that
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subcontracting has really moved
forward, whether it be design houses,
interior joinery or simply finding selfemployed engineers.
Small marine engineering companies
or self-employed tradesmen are
being drafted in to work on the
production of new boats. This also
makes good commercial sense as
anyone knows the market can – and
usually does – fall after a period of
boom and it is easier to downsize
by letting go of subcontractors than
closing wholly owned factories.
The shortage of boat inventory
has seriously advantaged the refit
market. Emergent company Setag
Yachts aims to ‘raise refits to a new
level’ and is fielding increased levels
of interest. If you can’t find a suitable
craft, Setag’s Chris Gates says
owners can buy a pre-owned boat
and let the firm refit it. In this case,
not a simple repair of the interior
but a complete upgrade package
can be actioned to an owner’s taste
and pocket.
In other areas, services including
re-spray, PVC wrapping and
textile trades such as covers and
upholstery are doing well, as is the

Small marine engineering
companies or self-employed
tradesmen are being drafted
in to work on the production
of new boats
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Where boating density is high, the
lack of available craft, along with
its often high price of entry to the
sport, has seen new growth in
shared ownership arrangements
and in clubs where boaters pay
a subscription and have access to
a range of boats for a given number
of days. This also appeals to a
growing number of ‘pay and play’
participants, who wish to do many
other recreational hobbies as well
as boating.
In the main, the world has bounced
back well from the pandemic
and our industry has been one of
the beneficiaries. It’s now time to
capitalise on the good time afforded
to us by investing in the future, not
only in skilled personnel but also
in a sustainable boating future. We
ignore both these at our peril!
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Baltic Slim Pro
This compact buoyancy aid has
a very slim fit thanks to the careful
distribution of the buoyancy
material. The back plate is
ergonomically designed and the
adjustable sides made of soft,
comfortable neoprene.
The entire vest is lined with
mesh for extra breathability
and it’s available in small (3050kg) to XL (90kg +) sizes in
black or white.
Baltic.se

SOPHISTICATED
TowPro
EPOXIES FOR HIGH
PERFORMANCE
COMPOSITES

“We picked PRO-SET products for our boats
because using anything other than the best
epoxy available just wasn’t an option...”

Developed in collaboration with
insurers, captains, marine risk
experts and electronics
installers, TowPro
uses data monitoring
technology to provide
the crew on watch with
comprehensive safety
data live from the tender,
which cannot be observed
from the yacht. The only advanced
tow protection system approved
by insurers, TowPro relays
essential safety information live
to the mothership’s bridge and
can indicate the developing risk
of swamping or tow failure, bilge
water levels, battery status and a
host of external factors such as list
angle and roll.

• Appearance of traditional cover
• UV and fade resistant
• Mould and mildew resistant
• Range of rich colours
• 5 year warranty

Ocean Safety’s new Throw Line is
durable, highly visible and available
in a 20-metre or 36-metre length.
The Throwing Recovery Strop
is an innovative combination of
a throwing line and lifting strop
allowing a rescuer to reach and
recover a casualty in the water
with a single piece of equipment.
The MOB Rescue Sling utilises
a lifting strop with 36-metres of
floating yellow and red line and
has a separate webbing strop to
attach the line to the vessel. The
MOB Rescue Sling’s valise has been
designed so that it can be easily
fitted to a guard rail, and is available
in white or high visibility yellow.
Finally, the MOB Ladder is easily
deployed from the water to allow a
MOB to re-board a vessel unaided.

T +44 (0)1489 776000

YOU

£500

to our distribution partners around the
world for all your hard work

E info@bainbridgeint.co.uk
W bainbridgeint.com
facebook.com/bainbridgeint

WE PULL TOGETHER!

from £127

MARINE EQUIPMENT DISTRIBUTORS
Tel: +44 (0)845 2266 953 | email: info@cquip.com | www.cquip.com

oceansafety.com

Barton SkyDock
The new Barton Marine SkyDock is
designed to easily and swiftly lift
bulky and awkward items out of the
way and stow them up against the
ceiling of your garage, loft, or shed
until you need them again.
Ideal for dinghies, kayaks, canoes,
paddleboards, and other equipment
loads up to 80kg/175lbs. The 4:1
purchase system with self-locking
cleat means loads can be hoisted by
one person without any stress. The
unique Barton Lock Block will hold
the load and not allow items to fall
when secured.

from €6,500

Contact Bainbridge for more information
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266 x 186mm

£800

from £168

Also launching from Barton is the Marine Stanchion Bullseye (from
£22.80), which fits to the base of a stanchion for smooth control of
furling lines. The sleek design features a Dyneemaeffect securing strap over the metal retaining rod,
it is ideal for racers and cruisers alike. The new
Stanchion Bullseye has no moving parts so
weight is kept to a minimum and no new holes
are required in the deck. A clever two-part
marine grade shell encases the two stainless
steel fixing screws to display a smooth finish.
bartonmarine.com

tsm-systems.com
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Trevor Davidson | boat builder | American Magic
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For inspiration, technical
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visit www.epoxycraft.com
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FRONT COVER

®

Premium Marine Acrylic

The products in Ocean Safety’s
new MOB range comprise the new
Throw Line, Throwing Recovery
Strop, the MOB Rescue Sling and
MOB Ladder.

from £60

after-market chandlery trade for
the first time in a while.

Available in 3 styles and 2 colours –
Ripstop, Strong Fill and Strong Warp, White and Grey.

Ocean Safety
MOB range
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Vectran® ripstop construction delivers an incredibly strong
hybrid cloth with UV protection - the ultimate in woven sailcloth.

Premium Polyester

typhoon-int.co.uk

Developed through four years
of research and made from
marine-grade electropolished
stainless steel, the 6187 mount
is significantly reduced in size
and offers a far sleeker and more
aesthetically pleasing appearance
than the comparable options.
The mount has one single ratchet
handle, which allows users to
lower and twist the mount in one
simple manoeuvre, moving the
antenna through a full hemisphere
of points to its required location or
Yachts
even removing it completely
s: Spirit
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WEBSITE ADVERTISING

DAILY NEWSLETTER

1 x MAIN LEADERBOARD

83%

top of page next to MIN logo
728 x 90pxls

£500 per month

of our readers say
they ‘enjoy the mix of
stories, products, and
industry news’

89%

of our readers say it’s
informative and easy
to read

1 x TOP BANNER
top of newsletter,
under logo
728 x 90pxls

£500 per week
5 issues

1 x MPU

on side panels
300 x 250pxls

£300 per month

1 x BANNER

within newsletter stories
728 x 90pxls

£375 per week

“Marine Industry
News works incredibly
well, sometimes a bit
too well as my phone
keeps ringing after
we’ve been on it”
Sam Vaughn, Head of Sales,
Selden Masts

5 issues

1 x DMPU

on side panel
300 x 600pxls

£250 per month

The world’s
fastest growing
news source for
marine trade
professionals

RECRUITMENT

JOB AD

within newsletter stories

£300 for 1 week
£500 for 2 weeks
1 x BANNER
within stories
728 x 90pxls

£250 per month

SOCIAL CHANNELS
Contact us for the latest
social campaign pricing

10,000+
followers

2,000+
followers

500+

followers

To book your advertising package email
lyndsay@marineindustrynews.co.uk
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OUR READERS

MIN Daily newsletter readers by location

43%
Business owner,
MD, CEO
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Leisure
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